
Dear NTA Members - 

It is an honor and a privilege to serve as President 
of the NTA, and I am very grateful to the member-
ship for providing me with this opportunity.  It is 
impossible not to be humbled by the range and 
depth of expertise that our membership brings to 
virtually all of the central research and policy is-
sues connected with taxation. 

In this message, I would like to thank several NTA 
members for their key contributions during the 
last year, to report on the annual meeting that 
took place last November in Philadelphia, to in-
form you of an editorial transition at the National 
Tax Journal, and to invite you to participate in the 
NTA meetings that are scheduled for 2009. 

Association News  

On behalf of all the NTA members, I would like to 
thank Ranjana Madhusudhan of the New Jersey 
Treasury Department for her very successful term 
as NTA President.   Ranjana brought vision and 
energy to this office.  She initiated a new collabo-
ration with the Federation of Tax Administrators 
(FTA).   She organized a special NTA conference on 
sustainable fiscal policy, and set the stage for 
future related meetings.  She supported expan-
sion of the number of program participants at the 
NTA annual meeting.  Her service strengthened 
the NTA and promoted the careful analysis of tax 
policy and tax administration; it sets a model for 
all those who will follow her. 

January 2009 marked an important transition at 
the National Tax Journal.  Therese McGuire of 
Northwestern University, who has been an out-
standing editor of the Journal for the last seven 
years, informed me in late 2008 that she was 
ready to bring her editorial service to a close.  Our 
association owes Therese an extraordinary vote of 
thanks for her tireless, insightful, and wise edito-
rial service.  During her editorship, the NTJ has 
expanded both its range and its impact and pub-
lished numerous papers at the cutting edge of 
taxation research.  I asked a committee consisting 
of Rosanne Altshuler and Len Burman of the Ur-
ban Institute, and Joel Slemrod of the University of 
Michigan, to search for a new editor.  The commit-
tee enthusiastically suggested William Gentry of 
Williams College, and the NTA Board quickly ap- 

proved this recommendation.  I am delighted that 
Bill has agreed to take on this important editorial 
duty, and I have no doubt that the NTJ will enjoy 
great success under the leadership of Bill and 
continuing editor George Zodrow of Rice Univer-
sity. 

I am very pleased to welcome a number of NTA 
members to leadership positions.  Len Burman 
began his service as Second Vice President at the 
conclusion of November’s annual meeting.  He will 
follow Harvey Galper of BearingPoint, the current 
First Vice President, in the presidential succes-
sion.  I would also like to recognize the five new 
members of the NTA Board of Directors:  Peter 
Brady of the Investment Company Institute, Mark 
Mazur of the IRS, Janet McCubbin of AARP, George 
Plesko of the University of Connecticut, and Alan 
Viard of the American Enterprise Institute.  Nathan 
Anderson of the University of Illinois-Chicago has 
joined the NTA Board as an Advisory Member.  I 
know that I express the sentiment of all NTA mem-
bers when I thank this distinguished group for 
their willingness to help lead the NTA in the years 
ahead. 

I would also like to thank the NTA Board members 
whose three-year terms concluded in 2008: Mark 
Beshears of Sprint-Nextel, Nicholas Bull of the 
Joint Committee on Taxation, Julia Lynn Coronado 
of Barclays Capital, Mick Keen of the IMF, and Kirk 
Stark of UCLA.  Harley Duncan of the FTA also 
concluded his term as an Advisory Member.  Our 
association has benefited from this group’s wise 
guidance during their time on the Board of Direc-
tors. 

This year promises to be an exciting one for re-
searchers, practitioners, and policy makers in the 
field of taxation and fiscal policy.  The new admini-
stration in Washington and the extraordinary eco-
nomic events of the last year set the stage for a 
host of interesting policy initiatives.  NTA members 
will play a key role in formulating, analyzing, and 
discussing many of these policies.  There are no 
better opportunities than the Spring Symposium 
and the Annual Meeting to interact with other ex-
perts in the field of tax policy and tax administra-
tion, and to discuss and learn about the latest 
policy initiatives and research developments. 
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  He described his interactions with both individual and corporate 
taxpayers in his current role.  He called upon tax policy experts 
and elected officials to improve public understanding of the value 
of the output of the public sector.  He argued that a general rec-
ognition of the value of the goods and services delivered by gov-
ernment was essential to preserving a high rate of voluntary tax 
compliance and to limiting the all-too-common mindset of taxpay-
ers who lobby for special tax relief.  Wolf urged new focus on how 
financing government programs, including defense, infrastruc-
ture, and transfers, require shared sacrifice and some degree of 
collective burden-sharing. 

In addition to the general sessions and the luncheon addresses, 
there were also more than fifty concurrent sessions with interest-
ing and informative presentations at the 101st Annual Meeting.  
The detailed program is available on the NTA website and if you 
were not able to attend, I hope that you will consult the program 
to identify research presentations that might be of interest. 

Upcoming Meetings 

I hope that you will make every effort to attend our two primary 
meetings during the current calendar year.  The first, the 39th 
Spring Symposium and 7th Annual State and Local Public Finance 
program, will be held in Washington on May 21-22, 2009.  I am 
very grateful to William Gale of the Brookings Institution for chair-
ing the Symposium program committee.  This meeting will span 
one and a half days and it will focus largely on topics in federal 
fiscal policy.  The theme for this meeting will be “Tax Policy for the 
New Administration: Is It Time for a Change?”  The State and Lo-
cal Public Finance Program will take place after the Symposium, 
on Friday afternoon May 22.  The agenda will be organized by Kim 
Rueben of the Urban Institute and Tracy Gordon of the University 
of Maryland, College Park.  I am confident that both programs will 
feature a range of interesting speakers. 

Our second major gathering, the 102nd Annual Meeting, will be 
held in Denver on November 12-14, 2009.  I am very grateful to 
Rosanne Altshuler and to Hilary Hoynes of the University of Cali-
fornia at Davis for serving as program chairs.  They are now as-
sembling their program committee, and I have no doubt that they 
will deliver an interesting and wide-ranging program.  Christina 
Romer, the chairwoman of the Council of Economic Advisers (on 
leave from UC-Berkeley), and Mark Wolfson, of the Stanford 
Graduate School of Business and Oak Hill Capital Partners, have 
agreed to deliver the lunch-time keynote addresses at this meet-
ing. I hope that you will consider submitting either an individual 
paper, or a proposal for a three- or four-paper session, for inclu-
sion on the program.  The call for papers for these meetings ap-
pears later in this newsletter, and is  posted on the NTA website 
and distributed by email to all NTA members. 

I look forward to seeing you in Washington and in Denver.  All 
best wishes! 

 

    Sincerely, 

    Jim Poterba 
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The 2008 Annual Meeting 

Those of you who attended the 101st Annual Meeting, which was 
held on November 19-21, 2008 in Philadelphia, know that this 
was one of the most successful meetings in recent memory.  We 
are all grateful to Matthew Murray of the University of Tennessee 
and Michael Wasylenko of Syracuse University, who chaired the 
program committee, and to Jonathan Rork of Georgia State, who 
organized the student events for the meeting.  The program 
chairs and their twenty-one member program committee did a 
superb job in arranging a very interesting, timely, and informative 
set of meeting sessions.  The meeting included more concurrent 
sessions than most previous NTA Annual Meetings, which ex-
panded the number of NTA members who were on the program.  
At some points there were as many as six interesting sessions 
taking place simultaneously – and the challenge for prospective 
audience members was choosing amongst this rich menu of alter-
natives.  We have market-based evidence of the program commit-
tee’s success: the number of registered participants in Philadel-
phia exceeded that at any recent predecessor. 

There were two general sessions at the annual meeting.  Both 
were well-attended, and both were highly rated by our survey 
respondents.  The first was “Tax Policy for the Next President: 
What He Should Do and What He Will Do.”  Diane Lim Rogers of 
the Concord Coalition chaired this session, which included pres-
entations from Len Burman, Michael Graetz of Yale, Eric Zolt of 
UCLA, and me.  Most of the presentations addressed the dual 
fiscal challenges currently facing the United States: the short-run 
demand for expansionary fiscal policy, and the long-term need to 
bring the rising cost of entitlement programs into closer align-
ment with projected revenues.  The panelists ranged widely in 
their comments, touching on the prospects for fundamental tax 
reform, the role of tax policy in the upcoming national debate on 
access to health insurance, and the range of tax instruments that 
might be used to fund future entitlement spending. 

The second general session offered a tribute to Walter Hellerstein 
of the University of Georgia, the winner of the 2008 Daniel Hol-
land Medal.  This medal is the NTA’s highest honor: it recognizes 
a lifetime of accomplishment in the study and practice of public 
finance.  A longer description of this session appears later in this 
issue. 

In addition to the two general sessions, the two conference 
events that drew the largest audiences were lunchtime ad-
dresses.  The first was delivered by David Walker, the former 
Comptroller General of the United States and head of the Govern-
ment Accountability Office, and the current President and Chief 
Executive Officer of the Peter G. Peterson Foundation.  His re-
marks focused on the disparity between current-law projections 
of outlays on Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security, and the 
revenues that the income tax and payroll tax system will yield 
over the next three decades.  The talk emphasized the need for 
both greater public awareness of the prospective cost of these 
programs and for a substantive national dialogue on the best way 
to bring revenues and expenditures back into balance. 

The second lunchtime speaker was the Pennsylvania’s Secretary 
of Revenue, Dr. Thomas Wolf, a political scientist who spent most 
of his career building a successful building products company  
based in central Pennsylvania. 



 

NTA Officers:  Harvey Galper, Ranjana Madhusudhan, James Poterba,                                    
and Len Burman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dan Holland award winner: Walter Hellerstein 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

2008 Dissertation Awards 

Winner: James Sallee, University of Michigan, The Incidence of 
Tax Credits for Hybrid Vehicles 

First Runner-Up: Hui Shan, Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, Tax Policy, Housing Markets, and Elderly Homeowners 

    Congratulations ! 

_______________________________________________________ 
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Walter Hellerstein Wins NTA Holland Award 

        -Kirk Stark 

 

At the 101st Annual Meeting of the National Tax Association in 
Philadelphia last November, the NTA’s Holland Medal was 
awarded to Walter Hellerstein, the Francis Shackelford Distin-
guished Professor of Taxation Law at the University of Georgia 
Law School. 

Named for the late Daniel M. Holland, professor of economics at 
MIT, the Holland Medal is awarded each year for “outstanding 
contributions to the study and practice of public finance.”  Recipi-
ents of the award are selected by a special committee of NTA 
members selected by the NTA Board of Directors.  Past recipients 
include Carl Shoup, Richard Musgrave, George Break, Richard 
Goode, C. Lowell Harriss, Olivier Oldman, John Due, Al Harberger, 
Wallace Oates, Martin Feldstein, Charles McLure, Roy Bahl, Rich-
ard Bird, and Harvey Rosen.  When informed by NTA President 
Ranjana Madhusudhan that he had been chosen to join this long 
list of public finance dignitaries, Hellerstein responded with char-
acteristic humility—“You’ve got to be kidding me.” 

Hellerstein’s accomplishments as both a practicing lawyer and 
legal scholar have fundamentally shaped the state and local tax 
landscape in the United States.  He is the co-author (with his late 
father, Jerome Hellerstein) of a comprehensive two-volume trea-
tise, State Taxation (Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1998-2008) 
and the leading casebook on the subject, State and Local Taxa-
tion (8th edition, Thomson/West, 2005).  Hellerstein is also the 
author of numerous other books and articles on a wide range of 
state and local tax topics, including the taxation of electronic 
commerce, the U.S. Supreme Court’s state tax jurisprudence, 
and corporate tax integration—to name just a few of his many 
area’s of expertise. 

Beyond his extensive oeuvre, Hellerstein has been directly in-
volved in many of the most important developments in the field 
of state and local taxation.  He has argued two major state tax 
cases before the U.S. Supreme Court and has been cited in 27 
separate U.S. Supreme Court decisions.  He has testified before 
Congress on several occasions and has also been involved in tax 
reform efforts at the state level, including most notably Florida’s 
extension of the retail sales tax to services in 1986-87.  Heller-
stein’s work has not been limited to the United States.  He has 
served as a consultant to the United Nations and the World Trade 
Organization.  More recently, Hellerstein has been invited by the 
OECD and the European Union to participate in projects relating 
to consumption tax reform. 

Congratulations to Walter Hellerstein on this well-deserved 
honor. 

      



 
Mark Mazur presents with the aid of an overhead projector at the Nov. meetings. 

 

Members Survey on Conference Formats: divided 
on panel size; request for powerpoint 
    - Jim Poterba 

The NTA Board of Directors met during the November conference, 
and discussed the expanded program size and other issues related 
to the annual meeting.  The Board concluded that it would benefit 
tremendously from input from NTA members on what they value 
most about the annual meeting, and what they find most unattrac-
tive.  Board member Laura Kalambokidis of the University of Minne-
sota responded to this discussion by quickly sending an email sur-
vey to those who attended the Philadelphia gathering.  Roughly one 
quarter of the 304 participants responded to the survey invitation. 

The survey included a question about the presentation technology 
used at the annual meeting, and the respondents overwhelmingly 
voted in favor of using Power Point in place of the current “slides 
and overheads” technology.   The annual meetings have not hereto-
fore used Power Point because it is more expensive than outfitting 
the meeting rooms with overhead projectors.  In light of the clear 
member views about this issue, however, we will make sure that 
Power Point projectors are available in all rooms at the November 
2009 annual conference and in subsequent years. 

Respondents also had an opportunity to comment on the mix be-
tween three-paper and four-paper sessions on the program, and 
the trade-off between more time for discussion of each paper and 
more papers on the program.  The responses were almost evenly 
divided between those who thought that the current mix was appro-
priate, and those who would prefer more three-paper sessions.  In 
light of this information, the upcoming meeting will include at least 
as many three-paper sessions as the Philadelphia meeting, and 
maybe more. 

The survey provided a useful way to learn about the preferences of 
the NTA membership, and I am very grateful to Laura for designing 
and executing the survey project.  I expect that we will use post-
meeting surveys again in the future.  We may also attempt to sur-
vey those who did not attend the meeting to investigate what 
changes, if any, would have made it more attractive to participate. 

     

 

Network  feature article 

Fiscally Responsible Deficit Spending? -
 -Diane Lim Rogers, the Concord Coalition 

Many people ask me, isn’t it hard being a fiscal hawk in this 
era of widely accepted trillion-dollar budget deficits?  Well, 
yes, as a former Democratic staffer and a believer in a strong 
government role in the economy, I do sometimes feel like the 
party pooper or naysayer lately.  But I still believe that “fiscal 
responsibility” is possible—even in an era of massive deficit 
spending—and is in fact necessary for a strong and sustain-
able economy.  “Better government” (bigger or not) doesn’t 
have to mean bigger deficits and indiscriminate deficit spend-
ing.  In fact, I think that part of what defines “better” govern-
ment is one that is willing to pay for its priorities—and indeed 
prioritize. 

The broad and perhaps vaguely defined goal of “economic 
recovery” over the next few years requires a tricky balance of 
two very different economic policy strategies.  In the short 
term, we need to stimulate consumption, whether personal 
consumption or government consumption, in order to stimu-
late the kind of activity that will put some of our economy’s 
currently idle capacity to use.  Over the longer run, however, 
we need to stimulate saving ― the opposite of consumption ― 
to fill up the physical and human capital deficit and increase 
the capacity of the economy.  The tricky part is the segueing 
between these two opposing strategies, and recognizing 
that such a smooth transition is where we ultimately need to 
be headed.   

It is critical that the Obama Administration and Congress pur-
sue a “recovery” strategy that combines:  

1. Deficit spending in the short term on policies that will 
quickly stimulate consumption, create jobs,  or provide assis-
tance to cash-constrained households; 

2. Critical public investments over the longer term that will 
ultimately increase our nation’s productive capacity; 

3. A long-term fiscal sustainability strategy focused on health 
care, Social Security and tax reform. 
 
To do the first effectively, any deficit-financed policies must 
have a clearly countercyclical purpose and be effective at pro-
ducing those benefits during, not after, the recession. To do 
the second effectively, deficit financing of longer-term invest-
ments should be evaluated through the normal (non-
emergency) budgetary process and designed to pass a cost-
benefit test even after adding in the costs of servicing any 
added debt. To do the third, we must find a way to scale back 
government commitments and/or raise the revenues to pay 
for them. 

How deficit-financed fiscal stimulus can be done in a 
fiscally responsible manner 
The objective of fiscal stimulus is to immediately keep funds 
flowing into the economy to prop up consumption and avoid a 
deep recession. Because this policy would be deficit-financed, 
it would increase government debt and decrease national 
saving. Thus, the federal government’s immediate actions will 
likely run counter to the longer-term goal of promoting eco-
nomic growth through more adequate saving and investment. 
If properly designed, however, fiscal stimulus need not have 
an adverse impact on economic growth over the long term, 
and long-term discipline need not have an adverse impact on 
economic activity in the short term. We don’t need to sacrifice 



one to achieve the other, but we need to be clear about the trade-
offs.  
The catch phrase “timely, targeted, and temporary” applied to tax 
cuts that are intended to stimulate demand in the short term em-
phasizes the need to maximize the economic bang for the buck. 
Policies that are not likely to generate much additional, immediate 
consumer and business spending do not constitute effective stimu-
lus. Appropriate policies should target dollars to those households 
and businesses that are currently most constrained and hence 
most likely to spend the cash flow from the stimulus. There should 
be no commitment to permanent deficit-financed policies that 
would place ongoing demands on the federal budget beyond the 
period when demand-side stimulus is needed, which would under-
mine longer-term economic goals.  
 
The case for short-term fiscal stimulus is different from the case for 
longer-term investments. Over the longer run, the strength and 
resiliency of the U.S. economy will depend on our ability to increase 
national saving—to increase our “means” as a way to make “living 
within our means” easier. We cannot simultaneously encourage 
both consumption and saving — they are opposites. We can, how-
ever, encourage consumption in the short term without reducing 
saving over the longer term by maximizing economic “bang per 
buck” over the short term and not committing to deficit-financed 
spending over the longer term.  And we can deficit spend today in 
smart ways so that the budgetary cost is minimized and the eco-
nomic benefit maximized, by targeting spending on programs that 
both provide immediate jobs and assistance during the recession 
and yet also produce economic benefits that last well beyond the 
recession.  
 
Even worthwhile and badly-needed investments in education, 
health care, technology, and infrastructure involve substantial up-
front costs and do not necessarily pay for themselves even over the 
longer run. Evaluation of the net benefits of such investments must 
recognize that a choice to deficit finance them would (perhaps 
needlessly) bring enlarged budget deficits and the indirect costs 
associated with decreased national saving and reduced economic 
growth—costs that might largely offset the intended direct economic 
benefits of those investments. 
 
The role of tax policy in an era of massive deficit spending 

Low rates of taxation generally encourage economic activity by rais-
ing the returns to work, saving and investment. Tax policy, however, 
should not be considered in isolation. If taxes fall too far below 
spending for too long, the resulting deficits will eventually cancel 
out whatever positive economic effect there may be from low taxes.   
 
In the current climate of trillion-dollar deficit spending, policy mak-
ers need to avoid the temptation to include tax cuts in the recovery 
package that are likely to be ineffective as short-term stimulus 
while likely to add to the federal debt more permanently. The goal 
of maximizing economic “bang per buck” in the short term, while 
contributing positively to national saving and economic growth over 
the longer term, must be applied to tax cuts as well as spending. 
Revenues were already insufficient to cover federal spending be-
fore the current economic downturn, leaving a gap averaging 
around 2 ½ percent of GDP over the past 40 years.  But the latest 
CBO report showed a loss of more than $2 trillion in revenues in 
the (ten-year) baseline budget outlook due solely to the most recent 
deterioration in the economic outlook.  

 
This is even before accounting for the cost of any tax cuts that  
may be part of the economic recovery plan, or the cost of extending 
any part of the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts, which under current law 
expire at the end of 2010.  The Concord Coalition’s policy-extended 
baseline (based CBO estimates) shows that if all expiring tax cuts 
are extended, revenues as a share of GDP will fall to the 17 to 17 
½ percent range over the next ten years, while spending as a share 
of GDP will likely grow to 24 percent, producing a deficit of 3 ½ 
percent—even before any new spending or tax cuts considered as 
part of “economic recovery” policy. 
 
In the final analysis, revenues must be sufficient to pay for the cost 
of government. Debt is not a painless alternative to taxation. Given 
the severe upward pressures on federal spending associated with 
the aging of the population and rising health care costs, it is clear 
that with even the best efforts to damp down entitlement spending, 
the federal government will need to look to the tax side of the 
budget to provide at least part of the solution to our long-term fiscal 
gap.  
 
President Obama and the 111th Congress will face an “action forc-
ing event” regarding tax policy almost immediately: the expiration of 
the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts on December 31, 2010. The expira-
tion of the tax cuts combined with a recovering economy should 
force policy makers, faced with the reality of a growing fiscal short-
fall, to seek a more sustainable revenue policy going forward. Ide-
ally, they would look to reform the federal tax system in ways that 
improve economic efficiency, enhance the revenue take, and 
achieve the desired degree of progressivity at the same time. In-
creasing revenues as a share of the economy need not discourage 
economic growth if done in the spirit of fundamental tax reform. To 
the extent that the tax system can be made more efficient by broad-
ening its base—through closing loopholes, reducing tax entitle-
ments, and newly taxing activities that generate social costs—
marginal tax rates on productive activities would not have to rise by 
as much.  
 
Conclusion 
“Fiscally responsible deficit spending” need not be an oxymoron.  
In the current debate about how to best engineer a strong and sus-
tainable economic recovery, fiscal responsibility in the short run 
amounts to deficit-financing only the quickest, most effective poli-
cies to immediately stimulate economic activity during this reces-
sion.  Over the longer term, fiscal responsibility means investing 
wisely in longer-term projects that will contribute positively to eco-
nomic growth—and being willing to pay for those worthwhile pro-
jects over time.  Regarding both the short-term and longer-term 
economic recovery strategy, policy makers need to stop confusing 
the size of our economic problems with the benefits of the various 
policies attempting to address those problems.  The various and 
many dollars of deficit spending are not created equal, so cost is a 
poor (and in fact, inverse) measure of effectiveness. 
 
I understand the current temptation to throw federal money “out 
the door” as quickly and energetically as possible, as demonstra-
tion that the federal government is doing all it can for the American 
people in response to the economic crisis.  But haste may make for 
a lot of waste, and parts of the recent “stimulus” bill  are clearly 
designed to promote economic growth for the longer term, where 
haste is not necessary, and waste is not justified. 
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Announcements 

CALL FOR PAPERS  

NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION  

102nd ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON TAXATION  
Conference Chair: James Poterba, President, NTA 
Program Chairs: Rosanne Altshuler, Urban-Brookings Tax Policy 
Center and Hilary Hoynes, University of California-Davis  

November 12-14, 2009  

Grand Hyatt, Denver, Colorado  

The deadline for submitting papers or sessions is May 1, 2009. 
Decisions concerning the inclusion of papers and sessions will be 
announced in June 2009. Authors of accepted papers will be 
offered the opportunity to include them in the Proceedings. All 
presenters will be required to register and pay a conference regis-
tration fee.  

We are using an online submission procedure this year. To submit 
a paper or session, please go to:  

http://editorialexpress.com/conference/ 
 

There you can set up an account and then follow the link to Na-
tional Tax Association Denver November 2009. 

 To submit a paper, you will need to provide:  

The title of the paper; an abstract of the paper; and, preferably, a 
draft of the paper; and the names and contact information for all 
authors, including mailing and e-mail addresses and phone.  To 
submit a complete session, you will need to submit the following:  

The title and a brief description of the session; an abstract for 

suggested papers for the session (along with a draft of each  

paper); names and affiliations 

JOB OPENINGS 

Visit the NTA website for up-to-date job listings. Look for the link 

in the right-hand column, at the bottom: 

http://www.ntanet.org/ 

 

Recent Writings 

http://www.taxfoundation.org/files/wp5.pdf 
Robert Carroll, John E. “Buck” Chapoton, Maya 
MacGuineas and Diane Lim Rogers, Moving Forward 
with Bipartisan Tax Policy, Tax Foundation Working Pa-
per No. 5, February 12, 2009 
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Changes at the National Tax Journal 

After learning from Therese McGuire that she was ready to step 
down as co-editor of the National Tax Journal, (then) incoming 
NTA President James Poterba appointed a committee compris-
ing Rosanne Altshuler, Len Burman, and Joel Slemrod (chair), 
charging them to recommend a new editor in November, 2008.  
The committee searched widely, deliberated carefully, and ulti-
mately recommended William Gentry of Williams College as the 
new editor.  The Board of Directors quickly ratified this recom-
mendation, and Gentry has accepted the Board’s editorial invi-
tation.  He joins George Zodrow of Rice University, who contin-
ues in his editorial role. 

Gentry is an Associate Professor of Economics at Williams Col-
lege and is currently Visiting Professor of Law at the Columbia 
Law School.  Prior to moving to Williams in 2003, he was a fac-
ulty member at Duke University and the Graduate School of 
Business at Columbia University; he has also held a visiting 
appointment at Princeton University.  Currently, he serves on 
the Board of Directors of the National Tax Association.  He re-
ceived his S.B. in from the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy and his M.A. and Ph.D. from Princeton University, all in eco-
nomics.  He was awarded the National Tax Association Out-
standing Doctoral Dissertation in Government Finance and 
Taxation Award in 1991.  He has served as a consultant for the 
U.S. Department of Treasury and on the staff of the President’s 
Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform in 2005. An outstanding 
public finance scholar, Gentry is an expert on business taxation, 
consumption taxes, and a range of other issues. 

Gentry commented upon becoming co-editor,  “I look forward to 
working with George Zodrow and the Editorial Advisory Board in 
continuing the NTJ's long tradition of publishing high-quality, 
policy-relevant public finance research.  One of things that I like 
most about the NTJ is its coverage of a broad spectrum of tax 
and public finance issues, from state-and-local to international 
topics, informed by a number of different perspectives.” 

 

 

Therese McGuire                                  William Gentry 



New Members 
Addonzio, Michael, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 
Baer, David, AARP Public Policy Institute, Washington, DC 
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In Memoriam: 

Donald C. Alexander 

Former I.R.S. Commissioner 
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Altshuler, Rosanne, from Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ,  to 
the Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, Washington, D.C. 

Dharmapala, Dhammika , from the University of Connecticut to the 
University of Illinois School of Law 

Kelly, W. Thomas, from Insurer Central Services, Inc,. NH to Savers 
and Investors League, Gladwyn, PA 

Mann, Roberta, from Widener University School of Law to University 
of Oregon School of Law, Eugene, OR 

Orszag, Peter, from the Congressional Budget Office to the Office of 
Management and Budget, Washington, D.C. 

Weiss, Randall, from New York City Economic Development Corpo-
ration to The Conference Board, New York, NY 

Woodward, Thomas G., retiring from the Congressional Budget Of-
fice, Washington, D.C. 
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